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A comprehensive menu of Art's Thai Kök from Karlskrona covering all 17 meals and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Art's Thai Kök:
we had a wonderful lunch for 4 people, all vegans. red curry, penang curry and spring rolls. very tasty, and we

have a lot of experience with Thai food, both in Thailand and elsewhere. read more. When the weather is
pleasant you can also eat and drink outside, and there is no-charge WLAN. What User doesn't like about Art's

Thai Kök:
Today I had Curry. But it was far away from Curry in terms of taste. Too much salt. A strange taste (monosodium
glutamate? . I was disappointed. Chicken wing looks like fried 3 times. Children didn't want to eat because of bad

taste.( Not all of us were vege, but look at these wings also says something I'm really surprised while so many
good opinions on the internet... But my experience was bad. read more. In the restaurant you can not only enjoy

the delicious savory dishes, but also the scenic view of the local must-sees, With the famous spices and fish
sauces, Thai dishes are prepared here. But the undisputed highlight of this place is the tasty Sushi such as Maki

and Te-Maki, Typically, the dishes are prepared for you in the shortest time and fresh.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Mai� course�
SUSHI

Soup
TOM YUM

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Salad�
SALAD

SOM TAM

Mai� Dishe�
RED CURRY

GREEN CURRY

Coffe�
COFFEE

LATTE

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TRAVEL

CHILI

VEGETABLES

TOFU
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-20:00
Tuesday 11:00-20:00
Wednesday 11:00-20:00
Thursday 11:00-20:00
Friday 11:00-20:00
Saturday 12:00-20:00
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